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Abstract
The adapted recumbent project was to redesign a disabled veteran’s recumbent bicycle. The main areas
of concern were the crank pedal, chain tension, braking and steering system, and ergonomics. Since the
customer is an avid biker, this bike will be used often, so the design is based on the ease of repair and
replacement. The crank system was redesigned to a lightweight, adjustable part with chain clearance
and high strength. The chain tension was improved by replacing the existing single idler wheel/chain
tube system with a dual idler wheel system. The dual idler has a titanium sprocket in one of the wheels
and a smooth low friction surface for the other wheel. A rear mechanical disc brake was added with a
locking brake lever. The locking brake was added to make it easier for the user to get in and out of the
seat. A weld was made on the rear seat stay in order to place a bracket for the rear brake calipers. The
front hydraulic brakes were replaced with two mechanical disc brakes with mechanical lines routed to a
single dual pull lever. Additional custom seat padding was made specifically for this recumbent tricycle.
Using closed cell foam in a nylon cover with sewn on straps, the new seat simply attaches to the existing
seat for increased comfort. Total cost for the entire project was $1489.86. A cost breakdown for each
specific system is provided in the report. Testing for all implemented systems was conducted and
verified using the design specifications as stated in the report. All systems have passed specified design
criteria.
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1 Introduction
The group, consisting of four mechanical engineering undergraduate students, is tasked with a senior
project scoped to redesign an existing tricycle (Figure 1) to better accommodate a disabled veteran. His
main areas of concern are his crank device, braking and steering systems, and ergonomics/safety.

1.1 Sponsor Background and Needs
Quality of Life Plus (QL+) is an organization that was
founded in order to improve the quality of life for
individuals that were injured during their service to
our country. QL+ has decided to sponsor Mr. Rob
Kelly, a former Navy seal, who is in need of a
recumbent tricycle that is well suited for his
disability. Mr. Kelly was badly injured during a Seal
diving mission and after multiple surgeries and

Figure 1. Mr. Kelly’s current recumbent tricycle.

treatments, his right leg ended up being four inches
shorter than his left leg.

1.2 Formal Problem Definition
His bike is somewhat adapted to his disability with a crank device, made by Hase, which allowed Mr.
Kelly’s shorter leg to help power the bike. However, this adaptive device is generic, so it does not fulfill
all of Mr. Kelly’s needs. His right leg is not only shorter, but also not as strong as the left leg, so he has
trouble using his right leg to power the bike in a pull motion. Due to this weakness and the spinning
nature of the adaptive device, his right leg is not able to stay in the pedal, creating the need for the
addition of a bungee cable to the pedal. There is also a very small clearance between the adaptive
device and the bike chain, which creates problems for Mr. Kelly, especially when he is going downhill.
The chain tends to get caught on the device, making Mr. Kelly scramble to get it untangled. The chain is
also very long with an excessive amount of slack, so it tends to inadvertently jump gears often.
In the existing braking system, each wheel is independently controlled on each of the lever arms, so
unless both levers are engaged at the same time, with the same amount of force, the bike swerves
towards one side (at high speeds). The steering system is also very sensitive. If either handlebar is
slightly touched, inadvertently or not, the wheels move in that direction. The steering system also
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sometimes interferes with the mirror posts. His hands would hit the mirror posts whenever Mr. Kelly
would make a full turn.
Mr. Kelly also has problems entering and exiting the bike. His current method involves attaching a piece
of Velcro to engage one brake and use the mirror posts to lower himself into the bike. The seat is also
not extremely comfortable. Mr. Kelly rides long distances on his bike, so seat comfort is important to
him. He tends to feel a lot of vibration through the seat and the padding is not sufficient. Since
recumbent bikes are so low to the ground, Mr. Kelly tends to worry about cars seeing him. He does
have a flag that hangs high above the bike, but he believes that this is not sufficient enough.

1.3 Objective/ Specification Development
In order to determine the best way to approach our project, a Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
matrix was utilized. This chart (Appendix B) took customer requirements and helped transform them
into design specifications. It also helped us understand the importance of the problems at hand. It first
took the customer requirements and came up with an importance scale.

Then, engineering

requirements were developed and plotted against customer requirements. This showed how the
engineering requirements ranked against each other. From the results of our QFD and after our
discussions with Mr. Kelly about his wishes and our background research in those areas, the following
commitments were made:
1) The crank arm adaptation will be redesigned for Mr. Kelly’s shorter leg to ensure it does not
interfere with or otherwise impede the chain or negatively affect any other components.
2) A system to maintain adequate chain tension at any gear ratio will be implemented.
3) The break system will be redesigned to provide adequate, even braking on both wheels, acting at
the same time.
4) The steering sensitivity will be reduced and interference with other components will be eliminated
to increase stability at high speeds.
5) An additional “parking” brake system to hold the bike in place for ease of mounting and
dismounting the bike will be designed and implemented.
6) The seat will be redesigned to transfer a lower vibration level in order to make it more comfortable
on long duration rides.
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Table 1.Initial design specifications.

Requirement or
Spec #

Parameter Description

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Target
1

Crank Arm Clearance

.5 inch

Min

M

T, I

2

Derailleur travel in largest sprockets

1 inch

+.5 inch

L

I

3

Brake Force

Equal

± .5 lb

L

A, T

4

Brake Timing

Equal

± .1 sec

L

A, T

5

Force required to move handlebars

± 1 lb

L

T

Max

L

I

Max

M

T

Twice current
force
6
7

Parking Brake Movement
Seat vibration

2 inch
2.3 ft/s

2

Table 1 displays the project completion specifications agreed upon. Specification one was determined
to be the main goal after talking with Mr. Kelly and this was confirmed by the QFD. His main concern
was the fact that the current pedal system interfered with the chain consistently and this interference
created hazardous conditions during his rides. The determined target of 0.5 inches of clearance matches
that of a standard crank clearance from the chain; so, in essence, the goal is to match or improve the
standard clearance. This goal is medium risk due to the inherent difficulties in making the new crank arm
adjustable in length and easily manufactured. The success of this goal is contingent upon a design that is
both durable and strong.
Specification two is related to one and was of equal concern to Mr. Kelly. The especially long chain
system on the bike and the inherent misalignment at the center guide creates tension inconsistencies,
cross chaining, and gear jumping constantly. The basis of the 2 inch of travel requirement was from a
standard recumbent chain sizing. With a chain that long, the standard fitting measurements are not
normally as useful, but the goal is to design a system that will allow the derailleur to operate the way it
was designed. Although this is an easily attainable goal from a numbers perspective, the purpose is to
ensure that the derailleur is operating under standard conditions. The addition of a front tensioner also
reduces the overall risk of this goal.
The specifications for the braking force and timing were determined from Mr. Kelly’s descriptions and
personal experience of the braking system while riding. Because the brake levers are attached
independently to the front wheels, any deviation from equal force and timing between their
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engagements causes the bike to veer sharply, especially at increased speeds. Redesigning the brake
system to engage at the same time with the same force is critical to the safety of the rider and the
overall usability of the bike. These specifications are low risk provided that an adequate brake force
splitter is put in place. Because the plan is to use a single lever to brake both front wheels, the brake
force will have to be applied equally and simultaneously to both wheels.
The handlebar force requirement specification came from two criticisms of the current bike from Mr.
Kelly. First of all, at increasing speeds, the bike becomes acutely responsive to any small movements in
the steering. A small bump would cause the bike to veer sharply which makes road riding very
dangerous. Additionally, getting into and out of the bike is made more difficult by the fact that it can
shift back and forth so easily. By increasing the force required to steer the bike, it will be less affected by
bumps in the road, easier to get into and out of, and overall more stable. This is a medium risk goal
because the proposed solution is relatively simple. The plan is to tighten the current steering rods,
making them less responsive, however, if this fails to adequately correct the problem, additional design
work will be required.
Also regarding the ease of entrance and exit issue, we will design a parking brake system for the bike to
hold it in place. The bike shifts significantly during mounting and dismounting, and it already requires a
large amount of balance to do so. By locking the position of the bike to a maximum of 2 inches of
movement, the effort required to get into and out of the seat will be substantially reduced. All risk
associated in this design goal is from the question of location. Location of the brake must be
determined, but there are many different solutions for the parking brake itself.
The goal for the seat vibration requirement (converted from metric) is based on the report on the
“Effects of Seat-Back Angle and Accelerometer Height…” given by the Yumi Nakashima and Setsuo
Maeda. We are using their testing results as a guide line, reducing the amplitude of vibration to no more
than 2.3 ft/s2. The vibration amplitudes of this magnitude will still be in the comfortable range. Medium
risk was assigned to this goal because the comfort level is based mainly on opinion. The testing will only
serve to put the seat design around the area of comfort. The initial plan is to change the seat material to
provide a vibration dampening seat. Again, if this proves to be inadequate as the sole means of vibration
dampening, then additional design work will be necessary.
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1.4 Project Management
The time management of this project was based around the length of time it would take each system to
be manufactured and/or tested.

Since the crank system was the only system that had to be

manufactured, it was important to make sure that there was an appropriate amount of lead time for the
ordering of parts and the manufacturing process. The other systems were composed of off the shelf
components therefore there was less of a need to include time for manufacturing.
The overall timeline was split into design, build, and test phases. During the design phase, potential
system designs were researched. For the crank system, this entailed generating conceptual models. For
the chain, steering, braking, and seat, this entailed researching components that were on the market.
Once initial concepts were created, there was a concept evaluation phase that consisted of creating
decision matrices and brainstorming with the team.
The build phase consisted of ordering components and manufacturing them. The crank was the only
system that was manufactured. The other components were ordered and installed on the bike. Since
the chain was dependent on the other systems being in place, it was installed last. The braking system
needed the most testing since it has the most safety concerns. Therefore, this system was installed
before the summer break. This allowed Mr. Kelly to fully test the system during his rides.
The test phase was mostly conducted by Mr. Kelly. The systems were installed and he was given the
bike to ride. Once he was done, feedback on the systems was given. The systems were then adjusted
accordingly. Additional tests were also done on the bike. After testing was complete, the project was
finalized and returned to Mr. Kelly.
Various team members were in charge of the building, manufacturing, and testing of his/her system.
However, the rest of the group did assist whenever possible. See Appendix F for a Gantt chart displaying
the schedule of the project.

2 Background
Research was conducted to become more familiar with systems related to the project. The research
was limited to recumbent bikes/tricycles, crank systems, braking systems, and seats. More research will
be done on a need basis throughout the project.
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2.1 Recumbent Bikes/Trikes
Recumbent cycles have many configurations that vary in wheelbase and
drive train setups. Recumbent bicycles rely heavily on user balance and
weight distribution in order to steer. Drive train configurations for
recumbent bicycles are not limited to rear wheel, long-chain designs. Front
wheel drive trains are advantageous for several reasons; the most
important of which being an increase in efficiency of user power input to

Figure 2. Silvio by Cruzbike.

transmitted power into the cycle. The major flaw in front wheel driven cycles is the steering. Cruzbike
has designed a recumbent bicycle named the Silvio (Figure 2) that uses a triangle frame to incorporate
both the drivetrain and steering into the front wheel. However, for this specific project, a recumbent
tricycle is necessary due to Mr. Kelly’s inability to use his right leg with normal strength and balance.
Mr. Kelly currently rides a rear wheel drive recumbent tricycle (Figure 1). Currently a combination of a
front wheel drive and steering recumbent tricycle does not exist. Rear wheel drive recumbent cycles are
much easier to manufacture for both bicycle and tricycle configurations; however, chain length becomes
a concern. Due to a wheel base length that is considerably larger than that of traditional upright
bicycles, the length of the chain is consequently longer as well. Long chains work against a recumbent
user in several ways. The first drawback to a long chain is the loss in efficiency from the rider to the
cycle. This is a result of added frictional effects of the necessary guides that must be implemented in
order to prevent cross chaining. In addition to the efficiency loss for the overall system, there are also
considerable design issues with the slack in the chain. Slack in the chain can cause the chain to “hop”
from gear to gear on the cassette (gear set). Also, more losses in power input to the cycle occur with a
slacked chain due to the alternating tensioning present in the chain.
One alternative to having a long chain would be to incorporate a front wheel drive system. As with the
recumbent bicycle, steering then becomes the primary concern. Rear wheel steering yields similar
maneuverability to that of a forklift; this is unsafe at high speeds. Furthermore, a front wheel drive
recumbent tricycle requires a “Delta” wheel base configuration. A “Delta” configuration is two rear
wheels with a single front wheel; “tadpole” configurations have two front wheels and a single rear
wheel. Mr. Kelly’s existing tricycle has a “short” wheel base “tadpole” configuration. “Short” simply
describes the position of the front wheels relative to the crank set (in Mr. Kelly’s case the crank set is
beyond the front wheels). The combination of the inherent steering issue and the existing wheel base
setup makes front wheel drive unfeasible.
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Although we are limited to a rear wheel drive and tadpole
short wheel base, there exists another alternative in
correcting chain slack. Idler wheels (or gears) can be used to
maintain tension (Figure 3). Idler wheels are mounted to the
frame at an intermediate position along the chain. The wheel
must maintain tension in the chain with little to no impact to
the overall efficiency to the drive train. Idler wheels can
correct for cross-chaining as well as for the energy loss

Figure 3. Current idler wheel set up.

associated with the alternating tensioning of the chain. Problems that arise from idler wheels are due to
spacing and effective guiding necessary to implement an effective idler.

2.2 Adaptive Crank
In background research regarding adapting the bike pedal to a shorter leg, three potential systems to
use were found: the fixed pedal crank arm, the modified tandem gearing, and the offset pedal
mounting.
2.2.1

Fixed Pedal Secondary Crank Arm

The first solution is similar to the current idea, where one crank
arm has a second arm attached to it that accounts for the
difference in leg length; however, in this design, the pedal does
not rotate in relation to the secondary crank arm.
Figure 4. Bottom dead center view of
current crank shaft.

The problem with the current mechanism is
that, while the pedal is adequately closer at

top dead-center to accommodate the shorter leg (Figure 4), at bottom deadcenter the pedal can swing away equally far (Figure 5). Besides the fact that Mr.
Kelly cannot transfer any power to the pedal in this position, the transition point
when the secondary crank arm swings away creates a break in cadence and is too
unwieldy to comfortably ride.
Figure 5. Bottom dead center view of
current crank shaft.

By fixing the pedal to the secondary crank arm, the pedal circle is constantly
maintained at the correct distance for Mr. Kelly’s shorter leg. This would be the simplest way to solve
the issue, but still creates a lever arm on the adapted pedal, causing his shorter leg to work harder than
his right.
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2.2.2

Modified Tandem Gearing
The second idea we came across was the possibility of
modifying a tandem gear set to connect two different legs
rather than two different people. In a tandem bike (Figure 6),
the front rider’s crank set is chained on a single gear to the
rear rider’s on the left side of the bike. This single gear is
Figure 6. Tandem bike.

connected through to the right side of the bike where

standard adjustable gears are mounted and chained to the rear derailleur. In order to adapt this to Mr.
Kelly’s bike, we could shrink the distance between the two crank sets to just four inches, use only the
left pedal on the leading set, and the right pedal on the rear set. This mechanism would create two nonconcentric but equally-sized pedal circles, spaced four inches apart, using a standard crank arm. The
modified tandem gear set would be the best solution as far as functionality and matching the standard
pedal feeling, but would require the most work and cost in modifying the bike and crank components.
2.2.3

Offset Pedal Mounting

The final solution we found for the crank arm issue was to vary the
position of the mounting location of the pedals on the crank arm.
Figure 7 shows a patented option for offset pedal mounting.In this
system, each pedal would be mounted to a two inch intermediate
crank arm, similar to the secondary crank arm in the first solution. For
the shorter leg, the extension would make the pedal circle two inches
closer to the rider, and for the longer leg, the pedal would be
extended two inches further away. Essentially, this system splits the
difference in the two leg lengths to be accommodated by both legs

Figure 7. Offset pedal mounting.

and positions the crank set at an intermediate distance, whereas the current solution is made standard
for the longer leg and adapted for the shorter leg. The offset pedal mounting still has the problem of the
double hinge, but it is reduced by half which would be significantly less awkward to ride. Also, by putting
an equal extension on both crank arms, both legs are traveling through an equal pedal circle. This
solution would be comparatively easy to implement, solve the issue of the shorter leg having to work
harder, and the dissimilar motion of the legs, though still uses a secondary crank arm and thereby a less
than ideal leg motion.
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2.3 Braking System
The existing braking system on the bike involves mechanical
braking cables attached to a hydraulic disc brake on each
wheel. Figure 8 displays the current disc brake on one of the
wheels. Each wheel is independently controlled by one lever
on the corresponding handlebar.

Since each wheel is

independently controlled, unless both brakes are engaged at
the same time with the same amount of force, the bike
Figure 8. Current disc brake.

swerves to one side. This especially happens when the bike

is travelling at high speeds. A braking system that activated both front brakes at the same time is
desired. The current recumbent bike uses a hydraulic disc brake. The advantages of using hydraulic
calipers would be that they do provide more of an equal force to both tires. However, they are hard to
maintain and it would be hard to attach both hydraulic cables to one brake lever.
2.3.1

Types of Brakes

The types of braking systems include spoon brakes, coaster brakes, disc brakes, rim brakes, and drum
brakes. Spoon brakes (Figure 9) are the earliest type of bicycle brakes. It involves a lever that pushes a
“spoon” shaped piece of metal against the bicycle tire. The coaster braking system (Figure 10) involves a
special rear hub being attached to the back wheel of a bike. When the rider pedals backwards on the
bike, the coaster braking system is engaged, causing the bike to stop. Disc brakes (Figure 11) involve a
metal disc attached to the hub of the wheels and a caliper with pads attached to the frame. When the
braking system is engaged, the pads engage the disc, causing the bike to stop.
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Figure 9. Spoon brakes.

Error! Reference source not found.

Error! Reference source not

Figure 11. Disc brakes.

found.

Figure 10. Coaster brakes.

Error! Reference source not found.

Error!

Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.
Rim brakes (Figure 12) engage the rim of the bicycle wheel. The types of rim brakes vary from caliper
brakes to cantilever brakes. Either way, a braking force is applied via a friction pad that meets the rim of
the bicycle wheel. Drum brakes (Figure 13) apply a braking force on the inside of the bicycle hub. Two
pads press outward on the inside surface of the hub shell.

en.wikipedia.
org

Error! Reference source not found.

Figure 12. Side pull caliper rim
brakes.

Figure 13. Drum brakes.

found.

Error! Reference source not
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2.3.2

Adaptive Brakes

The SBM Module is a German product that combines one brake cable into two
or vice versa. Figure 14 displays how the SBM Module works. This product
would only be compatible with mechanical brake cables. Arm amputees have
problems using bicycle brakes. Therefore, there are existing solutions to allow
people with one arm to control both bicycle brakes with one hand. Dual pull
brake levers (Figure 15) allow two brake

Figure 14. SBM Module.

cables to be attached to one brake lever.
This allows one lever to control the braking force in two different
places. Figure 16 shows one person’s solution to this problem. Two
brake levers were attached to one handlebar, allowing the person to
Figure 15. Dual pull brake lever.

easily apply the same amount of braking force to both tires.

Error! Reference source not found.

2.3.3

Figure 16. Two brake levers mounted on one
handlebar.

Seat

The old recumbent bike seat was a yellow mesh stretched over a

metal frame. This was lightweight and waterproof, but provided
no comfort to the rider. The
metal frame is too narrow
and had no padding on it
which made the surface hard.
Since the seat is solid, the

Figure 18. Current seat.

vibrations from riding for a long distance can be exhausting. Having
Figure 17. Ventisit seat pad.
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additional padding can dampen the vibrations as well. Mr. Kelly uses this bike in long distance races and
comfort is a huge issue.
There were different padding options available in the market, one being
the Ventisit (as seen in Figure 18) going at around $100. This is a
waterproof and lightweight seat option. Memory foam (Figure 19) was
also found for padding for $20. Memory foam adapts to the shape of the
forces that engages it. This may be a comfortable option, but not a
weather proof one. Since memory foam is easy to manipulate, it can be
cut custom for Mr. Kelly’s bike. Gel padding (Figure 20) was also an
option. Like memory foam, it adapts to the user’s body, but unlike

Figure 19. Memory foam seat
cushion.

memory foam, it is more water resistant. However, the gel pad may have
an issue with durability. It is also harder to get a custom piece made out of it. There was also a material
called mini-cell foam (Figure 21) that can be carved to fit the user. This material is widely available and is
usually used for canoes or other small boats because it is water proof and easy to customize.

Figure 20. Gel seat cushion.

Error! Reference source not found.

Error! Reference source not

Figure 22. Mini- cell foam.

Figure 21. Gel seat cushion.

found.

Error! Reference source not found.
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3 Design Development
To come up with the initial concepts, two methods of idea generation were utilized. The first method
was the most helpful. Brainstorming was done for about 30 minutes on all possible additions to the
bike. These ideas ranged from mud flaps to seat suspension. After brainstorming, the ideas were placed
in a category and examined. The list was taken to Mr. Kelly and it served as a “menu” for possible
adjustments for the recumbent tricycle.
The morphological attributes strategy categories idea generation strategy was also used. This involved
taking a subsystem, listing various categories about it, and listing characteristics under each category.
Although this method produced some funny results, it was not that helpful in making any meaningful
decisions.
Since the project called for multiple modifications, it was decided to split up the system into various
subsystems. Dane was in charge of the crank subsystem, Kurtis was in charge if the chain subsystem,
Laura was in charge of the braking subsystem, and Darius was in charge of the seat subsystem.

3.1 Discussion of Conceptual Designs and Selection
Existing products were researched in order to come up with ideas for possible concepts. Using the
research, decision matrices were developed in order to help narrow down the concept choices.
3.1.1

Crank

The crank arm needs to be redesigned to eliminate chain interference, create a more natural pedal
stroke to ensure stability at high speeds, and allow for even force distribution between each leg.
Through brainstorming sessions and extensive background research we narrowed our choices down to
the following three general concepts.
The first concept, the tandem style gearing, came from
background research on bike design in general. The two
cranks are chained together on identical gears to keep
their relative motion, but these gears would be on the
opposite side of the frame from the standard crank set. By
modifying the linked crank sets to be just four inches
apart, and having just one pedal on each side, this design

Figure 23. Modified tandem gearing.
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eliminates the need for a secondary crank arm. Having a fixed pedal circle also results in a more natural
and fluid movement.
The asymmetric pedal mounting (Figure 23) idea came from
a patent search which resulted in design for riders with a
small (<2in) difference in leg lengths. By adjusting the pedal
mounts, the idea could be adapted to fit this system.
Splitting the four inch difference to two inches per pedal
and positioning the crank set at a mid-point between the
two leg lengths, would eliminate the difference in pedal
strokes. Though they would both be slightly different than
the standard circular stroke, both would also be easier than
Figure 24. Asymmetric pedal mounting.

just one leg taking all four inches of adaptation.

The fixed pedal adjustable length secondary crank arm (Figure
24) is result of progressive modification brainstorming. It
began by simply putting a slot in the current crank arm to
allow the pedal to be mounted at different distances. This
design was found to be insubstantial and modified it to make
the support arm stronger. This lead to the idea of having the
pedal mount around the crank arm and to use set screws to
hold it in place. This evolved into the design pictured at left.
The pedal surface would be fixed perpendicular to the crank
arm by the slider assembly. With this slider, the pedal could
be set at any distance relative to the crank arm with set screws.

Figure 25. Fixed pedal secondary crank arm.
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Table 2. Crank arm decision
matrix.

Table 3 shows the decision matrix used to compare these designs, using the current design as a datum.
This tandem gearing design appeared, during conception, to be the best solution to the problem.
However, after ranking it on adjustability, replacement, ease of design, and cost it was realized realized
that the faults outweighed the benefits and so it was not pursued. The third idea, the asymmetric pedal
mounting also seemed a good choice, but it too has adjustability restrictions. There would be no way to
allow for adjustability other than remaking the mounts, and because they split the difference evenly,
both would have to be remade. In the end, the fixed secondary crank arm is well above of the rest. By
moving the adapted pedal to the longer leg, the awkward pedal stroke caused by pushing down on the
secondary arm is eliminated, as well as the chain clearance issue. This design is also low maintenance
and structurally simple enough that replacement and repair will be unnecessary. For these reasons, a
fixed pedal secondary crank arm design was pursued.
3.1.2

Chain

In order to provide a safer recumbent tricycle for Mr. Kelly, the chain must be tensioned. Many ideas
were generated in order to solve this problem.
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Table 3. Chain decision matrix.

The first of these ideas (concept 1 in Table 2) was to simply remove links in the chain to optimize the
length of the chain based on the tricycle geometry. A distinct advantage in this solution is inherent in
how easily it would be integrated. This solution did not require any parts or manufacturing, just a simple
chain tool to remove unnecessary links. Despite the simplicity in the solution, there would be little
possibility of a completely tensioned chain. The chain must be large enough to be run on the largest
sprocket settings for the front and rear cassettes. However, when the chain is run on the two smallest
sprocket settings for the front and rear cassettes, the chain will have slack present that the current
tensioning system would not be able to counteract.
Another solution to the slack present in the chain was the use of a second intermediate idler sprocket
wheel. This dual intermediate gearing system would tension both the bottom and top of the chain run in
order to curb the issue of chain hopping and gear compatibility. This solution would allow the use of a
larger chain, but would not maintain the same amount of tension regardless of sprocket combinations.
Although there are existing idler gears on the market, the most likely solution would be custom
fabrication. One of the project goals, however, is to minimize manufacturing in order to ensure Mr.
Kelly is able to replace anything and everything as easily as possible.
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The last solution considered was to add a front tensioner assembly that would maintain tension
regardless of the sprocket conditions in the system. The tensioner would work similar to the existing
rear tensioner with the advantage being in its spring usage to maintain tension. This part would be
ordered instead of manufactured which allows Mr. Kelly to replace the assembly if by chance, it did fail
under operational circumstances. There would be some inherent difficulty in this design choice with
regards to system integration. The front tensioner assembly would need to be able to work with the
derailleur and tension the chain regardless of the chain configuration.
In summary, the design ideas were to remove unnecessary chain links, add another intermediate idler
gear, or to add a front tensioner assembly. Using a decision matrix (Table2) as a tool to quantify and
prioritize system needs, the front tensioner assembly was chosen as the solution to try and design. The
decision matrix used for the chain tension was weighted heavily toward chain slack removal,
gear/sprocket compatibility and frame integration ability. The front tensioner assembly scored
comparatively higher marks than the other design considerations in these main areas of concern.
In order to verify that the front tensioner assembly performs as needed we will conduct field testing
with the tricycle. There will be testing to make sure that slack is taken up by the additional tensioning
system and that it works well in multiple gear/sprocket ratios. Cross chaining will also be tested in the
new system to ensure that the tensioner is mated well with the front derailleur.
After conducting field research into the feasibility of implementing a front tensioner assembly to the
tricycle, a different design solution was decided on. A front tensioner system would have to work in
conjunction with the front derailer. Because of this fact, one of the following would be needed: welding
a tensioner to the existing derailer, purchasing a tensioner/derailer assembly, or changing the front
sprocket settings. The most reasonable of these solutions was to change the three sprocket front
cassette to a single sprocket cassette. While this solution would fix the tensioning problem inherent in
the system, we would be sacrificing the versatility in gearing options. In other words, Mr. Kelly would be
restricted in the power input options while cycling. In order to maintain the current options and still
switch to a single sprocket front cassette, the possibility of a larger rear internal gearing hub was
researched. An 8-speed internal gearing hub which, when paired with the 9-sprocket rear cassette,
would give roughly the same amount of gearing versatility. This, however, would be an expensive and
possibly inadequate solution.
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In addition to discovering previously unknown complications in a front tensioner assembly, an
intermediate idler sprocket wheel was found from TerraTrike®. TerraTrike® has a wide variety of idler
sprocket wheels that can be integrated into many different tricycle configurations. Due to the
complications associated with the integration of a front tensioner assembly and the easily attainable
idler sprocket wheels from TerraTrike®, the original decision matrix was reevaluated. For the dual
intermediate gear, scoring for the frame integration category changed from 0 to 1. For the front
tensioner assembly, scoring for frame integration category changed from 1 to 0 and scoring for gear
compatibility changed from 2 to 1. With these changes, the dual intermediate gear scored a 51 and the
front tensioner assembly scored a 47. Because the reevaluated decision matrix resulted in a different
solution, it has been decided to move forward with a dual intermediate idler sprocket wheel solution.
3.1.3

Brakes

There were many possibilities to improve the braking system on the current bike.

However, it was

decided that our main goals would be to find a way to equalize the amount of braking force and timing
on each wheel and find a better “parking” brake.
3.1.3.1 Brake Timing and Force
Table 4. Brakes decision matrix.

Table 4 displays the possible concepts for equalizing the braking force and timing. These concepts were
discovered during the background research process. Mr. Kelly wanted the parts to be easily replaceable,
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so it was logical to look for off-the-shelf brake parts. However, one concept (concept 4 in Table 4) is a
make part, but it is based on the idea of a buy part (concept 2).
A decision matrix was used to determine the best brake part, where the concepts were pitted against
the current braking system (each wheel individually controlled). The needs were determined based on
the desires of Mr. Kelly. The most important requirements were the equal braking force and timing.
This was the main problem that required the brakes to be changed. Other factors were procurement,
cost, and reparability. We took these factors and applied a weight to each one. Then, it was
determined if the concept was much better, better, similar, worst, or much worst (2, 1, 0, -1, -2
respectively), than the current system.
Concept 1 ended up with the most amount of points. It was strong in all of the desired points. It would
provide an equal amount of distribution of braking force at the same time, would be low cost, and easy
to procure (since it is already in production and sold online). This product would be as easy to repair as
the current brake system, because it would just involve buying another lever and moving the brake
cables. The cons of this concept include having two brake cables run all the way up to the handlebars,
and the durability of the product. Since this lever has not been seen in person, it is difficult to say that
the product will last.
Concept 4 is a customized version of Concept 2 and also the second best concept. It involves one brake
cable pulling two cables, instead of the option of switching the amount of brake cables (as in Concept 2).
It would have to be a custom made part, which increases the procurement difficulty of the product.
Since it is a customized part, it would also be difficult to repair. However, since it is a make part, we
have the ability to make it exactly the way that we want, instead of taking something on the market.
Concept 3 is an easy concept to implement. It would involve moving one brake lever from one side of
the bike to the other side. However, this design is not compact. It would crowd the handlebars and two
brake cables would have to run all the way to the handlebars. It would be hard to ensure that the
customer’s hand would engage both levers with the same amount of force at the same time.
Concept 2 has the least amount of points. It is a German product that would be hard to procure and
may cost a lot due to the foreign nature of the product. Since it is foreign, it would also be hard to
repair. This concept has a good idea, but the offset nature of the cables may create problems with
braking force and timing.
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The chosen concept design was Concept 1. It initially seemed like the best choice, but there was no
proof to believe so. The Pugh matrix showed that it would be the best solution for our problem.
3.1.3.2 Parking Brake
The desire for a better parking brake stems off of the problems of the existing solution. The existing
solution comprises of wrapping a piece of Velcro around the handlebar and brake lever, which engages
the brake. This currently solves the issue of a parking brake, but it is hard for Mr. Kelly to do this easily
from a standing position.
Table 5. Parking brake decision matrix.

Locking
Custom
Concept Number

Velcro Strap

Brake
Spoon Brake

Weight

Lever
Current

1

2

5

0

0

0

Easy to Use

5

0

2

1

Easy to Procure

4

0

0

-2

Cost

4

0

-1

-1

Durable

4

0

1

-1

Easy to Repair

4

0

-1

-1

Compact

3

0

1

-1

0

9

-18

Need/ Requirement
Limited Bicycle Movement

Total

Table 5 displays the results of a decision matrix regarding the selection of a parking brake solution. The
first concept is purchasing a locking brake lever. This type of brake lever is a normal brake lever with the
addition of a button that will keep the brake lever in a pull position. It is easy to engage and procure. It
will also be more visually appealing than having a piece of Velcro attached to the handlebar.
Concept 2 is a custom spoon brake. A part was initially designed, but after further research showed that
a brake lever with a locking feature was available on the market. The custom spoon brake would have
been designed and manufactured by us. After the discovery of the locking brake lever, it was decided to
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not proceed with the design of this part. The decision is supported by the results of the decision matrix
(Table 5).
3.1.4

Seat

For the seat, it was a matter of choosing the material. Categories idea generation tactic was used to
choose different possible materials. Then researched was done on the different materials and their pros
and cons were weighed with a decision matrix. The needs were based on what Mr. Kelly requested from
the seat and additional needs that would be crucial. The decision matrix was then used to decide on the
best material for the seat.
Error!

Reference

source

not

found.
™
Table 6. Seat decision
matrix.

The Ventisit™ was a premade padding for recumbent bikes. It was a good idea since it is already
manufactured and could be easily bought. The problem was that the pricing was too expensive and only
supplied a thin padding. This idea was still better than the current seat.
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The memory foam is very comfortable and could be easily formed for the bike. But memory foam has a
lot of give to it, so the material would be thick on the seat. Space is limited and the foam is not
waterproof. A cover could be added to the seat as well, but this would be additional manufacturing.
Gel padding was a good idea as well, but this may be hard to manufacture and actually implement on to
the seat. It is not as durable and Mr. Kelly mentioned that he is a bit rough with his equipment. Another
solution is to buy padding and attach it to the current seat, but the durability still outweighed the other
needs.
This matrix (Table 6) helped us choose Mini-cell for the recumbent tricycle seat. The Mini-cell is very
customizable and allows room for personal comfort (seat would be molded specifically for Mr. Kelly).
Then we can simply attach the foam via Velcro or lacing.
After further investigation, Mini-cell foam was not ideal due to the high pricing. Dr. Kevin Taylor, a Cal
Poly kinesiology professor, was contacted about obtaining some seat foam. He showed us some closed
cell foam that is typically used for seats and said that he will be able to supply the material. He ordered
the foam for his kayaks, meaning that the foam is meant to be exposed to water and will be water
resistant.

3.2

Preliminary Analysis

In order to determine a good concept design preliminary analysis was only conducted on the crank arm,
since it was decided to use off the shelf components for the rest of the systems.

3.2.1

Crank Analysis

For the initial analysis of the secondary crank arm, we
modeled a 200lb force applied to the pedal (Figure 25).
This creates an axial stress in the crank arm, as well as a
bending moment. We chose 200lb based on our
evaluations of the max force applied to the pedal by one
leg
with
the

Figure 276. SolidWorks stress analysis (exaggerated
deflection).

Figure 265. Solid model of design.
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brakes applied. This force will of course be greater than ever necessary for normal riding conditions.
We used SolidWorks to model the stress analysis, and using 6160 aluminum we achieved a safety factor
of 3.5. Figure 26 shows the stress distribution through the model as well as an exaggerated deflection
representation. The actual deflection at the very end of the crank arm is less than .01 inches.

4 Description of Final Design
The final design involves off the shelf and design components. The crank and seat are parts that were
designed. The chain tensioner and braking system are off the shelf parts.

4.1 Crank
The final design of the crank arm system (Figure
27) utilizes a similar concept to the original with
several key differences. The previous system
used a friction clamp to hold the static adapter
to the primary crank arm, the secondary crank
arm then screwed into the static adapter and the
pedal screwed into one of several holes
predetermined on the secondary crank arm. This
Figure 297. Secondary Crank Arm Design – Exploded View.

layout does allow for some adjustability, but
with less precision and range. By bolting the

secondary crank arm directly to the primary where the pedal would normally go, and making the pedal
position variable, the range and precision of
adjustability

is

much

greater.

This

is

accomplished by placing a slot that the pedal can
travel through as well as a recessed slot for the
nut that the pedal screws into along the crank
arm. The recessed slot is hexagonal and the nut
will be hexagonal as well to allow ease of
tightening and loosening. Using this design, the
pedal can be secured anywhere from 2.5 to 5

Figure 288. Secondary crank arm – rear view.

inches away from the nominal position. Additionally, several advantages are gained by moving the
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entire system to the opposite pedal. The instability caused by a two degree of freedom system in
compression is greatly reduced, as the pedal will only be in tension. The crank set can be moved inward
4 inches to accommodate the shorter leg in the nominal pedal position, and by doing so, the chain can
be shortened by 8 inches. Finally, the potential for chain interference with the crank arm is eliminated.

The dimensions for this model are shown in Figure 29. The design considerations that prompted these
figures were the standard size of threading on a bike pedal, 9/16 in, the thickness of the arm required to
support the bending moment, and 2.4in of adjustability, and the bearing dimensions.
Error! Reference source not

found.

Figure 30. Concept dimensions.

Figure 30 shows the layout of the design with all parts involved. A steel bolt was manufactured in order
to place the crank arm on the left side of the bike. A pedal was screwed into the crank arm nut at the
proper distance. The bolt was then inserted into two bearings that were pressed into the body of the
crank arm. The entire system was then attached to the bike crank arm using the bolt.
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Figure 31. Crank Arm Assembly and Placement

found.
4.1.1

Crank Analysis
To test the material and design of the crank
arm, Finite Element Analysis was performed
(see Figure 31). The assumption was that a
static load of 200lbs would be applied to a
pedal

at

the

furthest

extension.

This

assumption assured that if a 200lb person was
to stand on the pedal, the force and moment
on the crank would yield a maximum
Figure 32. FEA results.

deflection that would not affect other parts on
the bike. The FEA model was mainly focused

on the crank and not the pedal, so a simplified pedal was created to carry the force to analyze the
deflection. Hexahedral elements with a quadratic shape function were used to mesh the crank model
which provided more precise calculations. Then a convergence was found by studying different mesh
sizes. The outcome of the FEA showed that the deflection was around -3.759E-02inches. This deflection
has insignificant effect on the bike and shows that the crank arm is a suitable design for manufacturing.
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4.2 Chain System
The final design for the chain system comprises of a single dual idler wheel set. The idler wheel set is
mounted to the frame with a single M8 bolt and is complete with two individual idler wheels and a chain
guide. The chain guide mounts around the M8 bolt and is tightened with a M4 bolt. The inner wheel is a
smooth surface that guides the lower chain (free chain). The outer idler wheel has a sprocket inside that
is driven by the upper chain (power chain). Both chains are maintained inside of their respective wheels
by the chain guide that is mounted in such a way that the guide arm prevents the chains from falling out
of the bottom of the idler wheels.

4.3 Steering System
As stated in the previous design report, implementation of the steering damper rod was contingent
upon safety verification. After conducting safety analysis, the steering damper was calculated to be
unsafe. In order to determine if there was a safety concern for the steering damper, the required force
for a hazardous steering situation was calculated. This number was then compared to the required force
to steer with the allowable force from the design criteria. In order to be a safe system, the maximum
steering force required had to be less than or equal to 5 lbs.
The hazardous steering situation considered was a downhill riding situation in which the user sees an
object that requires maximum steering to avoid. From some averaged downhill velocity values and
average distance recognitions, the steering situation was designed to be a rider traveling at 40 mph with
an object that requires maximum steering to be 30 ft. away (see Appendix E for a detailed analysis of the
safety calculations). From the calculations, the required steering force was an additional 4.55 lbs. The
original measured steering force without the damper is 2 lbs. The total steering force with the proposed
steering damper is 6.55 lbs.
Analysis was based off of an ideal case that actually made the maximum steering force lower than it
would be in reality. Calculations were determined using an average velocity for simplicity. However, in
reality, the steering velocity would peak above the average velocity used. This would correlate to a
higher required input force because a higher velocity dictates a higher steering damper force. Thus by
showing that an average velocity system is unsafe, it follows that a real life, non-idealized system would
also be unsafe.
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4.4 Braking System
The braking system is broken into two categories. One set of parts for the front wheels and one set of
parts for the rear wheel. Figure 32 shows the positioning of all of the brake components.

Figure 332. Positioning of brake components.

Error! Reference source not found.
4.4.1

Front Wheels

The front wheels are controlled using a dual pull brake lever. The brake lever has two outlets that can
connect to two brake cables. The brake cables then run to mechancial disk brake calipers that are
located on each of the front wheels. The previous design consisted of hydraulic disk brake calipers, so
new mechanical disc brake calipers were purchased. It would have been possible to create a brake
splitter for the hydraulic calipers, but it was preferred to have all of the disk brake calipers be the same
type (the rear brake is a mechanical disk brake caliper). The mechanical disk brake calipers were not
made to be mounted on opposite tires (can only be mounted on one side of the tire), so there was a
problem in trying to mount the caliper to the left tire. A custom dropout was made using parts of other
dropouts. This allowed the caliper to be secured in the correct position. The brakes were calibrated by
Foothill Cyclery to ensure that both brakes will engage at the same time with the same amount of force.
4.4.2

Rear Wheels

Mr. Kelly mentioned that he would like the addition of a brake on the rear wheel. On a conventional
bicycle, the right brake lever engages the rear brake and the left brake lever engages the front brake.
Since most people engage the rear brake first, it is natural for someone to want to engage the brakes
with their right hand. This was also one of the problems that caused the inadequate braking system on
the front wheels. Although this is not one of the requirements, it was decided to abide his request.
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The design of the rear braking system (Figure 33) is more
than the installation of a disk brake system on the rear
wheel. The current rear hub does not allow for the addition
of a disk brake, therefore a new hub was needed. Since the
rear wheel had an internal gearing system in the hub, it was
decided to find that same system with the option of an
added disk brake. The model that was decided on is the
same

as

the

current

model, but with the option

Figure 353. Rear wheel with disk brake
installed.

to add a disk brake. However, this style of the hub was not able to fit
a 32 spoke rim. The style was only available for a 36 spoke rim. This
problem was solved by purchasing a new rim and spokes, rebuilding
the entire rear wheel.
The rear part of the frame is not able to support a disk brake caliper.
Therefore, dropout (Figure 34) was welded to the frame to support
the caliper. The dropout was filed down in order to have the brake
Figure 344. Disk brake dropouts.

engaged at the correct position. Due to the sensitive nature of the
assembly, someone with more experience with welding was hired to weld the part to the frame. The
rear brake was also calibrated by Foothill Cyclery in order to ensure the correct positioning and brake
application force.

4.5 Seat
The final design for the seat is a closed cell foam obtained from
Dr. Kevin Taylor. Closed cell foam is more water resistant than
open cell foam due its cellular structure. We have decided to
use the foam and have a nylon cover, Figure 35. The current
foam only sits between the bars, which causes discomfort
when the rider sits on top of the metal bars. Having the foam
lie on top of the bars will provide cushioning to the rider. The
foam is inserted into the nylon cover. Straps are sown on to the

Figure 365. Seat foam configuration.

cover to fix the padding to the bike. The straps are on top of the seat because this will prevent shearing
on the sown threads. The straps take up the tension forces when sat on so that the only forces applied
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to the thread and padding is compressive force when sat on. This design conserves space around the
seat to prevent the handle bars from interfering with the padding.

4.6 Cost Breakdown
The total cost of the project was $1,489.86. Table 7 shows the final cost of the total project. Most of
our parts were purchased through Foothill Cyclery, located in San Luis Obispo. This vendor was chosen
due to the ability to talk with bicycle technicians, the proximity to campus, and the student discount.
Table 7. Estimated total cost of project.

4.6.1

Subsystem

Cost

Crank

$389.81

Chain

$118.60

Steering

$0.00

Brakes

$887.91

Seat

$93.54

TOTAL

$1,489.86

Crank

The crank system will cost $389.81. Table 8 provides the cost of each component in the system.
Table 8. Crank system pricing.

Part

4.6.2

6061-T6 (2x2x12”
Aluminum)

60022RS
Bearing

Pedals

Shoes

Clips

Services

Steel Rod

$25.61

2 x $1.49

$139.99

$139.99

$19.99

$20

$6.60

Material/
Part
Shipping
+ Tax
Total

$2.24

$5.58

$12.25

$12.25

$1.75

n/a

$0.58

$27.85

$8.56

$152.24

$152.24

$21.74

$20

Vendor

Speedymetals.com

VBX.com

$7.18
McCarthy
Steel and
Rubber

Foothill Cyclery

Chain

The chain system cost $118.60. Table 9 shows the cost breakdown of the components of the system.
The idler wheels were expensive due to the construction material of the sprocket and axel (titanium).
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Table 9. Chain system pricing.

Idler Sprocket
Wheels

Part
Material/
Part
Shipping
+ Tax
Total
Vendor

4.6.3

$109.06
$9.54
$118.60
terracycle.com

Steering

The steering system is no longer being implemented due to design constraints.
4.6.4

Brakes

The brake system was the most expensive subsystem at a total cost of $887.91. The front braking
system cost $182.83 and the rear braking system cost $705.08. Table 10 shows the breakdown of
component costs for the front braking system and the vendors.
Table 10. Front braking system pricing

Part
Material/
Part
Shipping
+ Tax
Total
Vendor

Pyramid
Dual Pull
Brake
Lever

Mechanical
Disk Brakes
+ Calipers

Bike Tires

Brake
Cables +
Cable
Housing

$16.99

2 x $33.66

2 x $40.49

$2.84

$1.49

$5.89

$7.09

$0.25

$18.48

$73.20

$88.06

$3.09

Foothill Cyclery

Table 11 shows the breakdown of costs and vendors for the rear braking system. The rear braking
system was the most expensive set of parts due to the need for a new internal gearing wheel hub.
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Table 11. Rear braking system pricing.

Part
Material/
Part
Shipping
+ Tax
Total

Spokes

Brake
Cables
+ Cable
Housing

Services

Disk Brake
Dropouts

Locking
Brake
Lever

$42.49

36 x
$0.84

$5.67

$134

$15.90

$14.95

$5.95

$3.72

$2.65

$0.50

n/a

$13.57

$6.95

$73.94

$46.21

$32.89

$6.17

$134

$29.47

$21.90
Terra
Trike.com

Rear
Internal
Hub

Mechanical
Disk Brake
+ Caliper

36H
Rim

$331.49

$67.99

$29.00
$360.50

Vendor

Foothill Cyclery

NovaCycles.com

Note: Foothill Cyclery gave a discount since the bike was for a senior project.
4.6.5

Seat

The total cost of the seat was $93.54. Table 12 shows the breakdown of the components for the
system. There were 3 pieces of foam purchased even though only 2 pieces were used. The last piece
can be used as replacement padding.
Table 12. Seat pricing.

Part
Material/
Part
Shipping
+ Tax
Total
Vendor

Foam

Fabric

Zipper

Straps

Buckles

3 x $20.00

$11.00

$8.00

$5.00

$6.70

n/a

$1.02

$0.74

$0.46

$0.62

$60.00

$12.02

$8.74

$5.46

$7.32

Kevin
Taylor
(Kinesiology
Dept.)

Joann Fabric and Craft

4.7 Material, Geometry, Component Selection
There were several crank design iterations that addressed manufacturability concerns. One of which
being the shape of the slot. Initially the design called for squared corners, yet this would be
unnecessarily difficult to manufacture. By simply chamfering the inside corners with a radius of 0.2
inches we not only eliminated this fabrication obstacle, but also slightly increased the safety factor. The
highest stress concentrations are at these corners and having a gradual cross-sectional area change the
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concentration is reduced. Other than that, and several other minor adjustments, the only challenge to
manufacturing this part is simply the rounded ends. Casting the initial design was an option, but it would
have altered the material properties. Changing to a stretched octagon shape, however, proved to be the
most effective way to solve the problem.
The crank was constructed out of aluminum due to its lightweight properties. The bolt was constructed
out of steel due to strength properties. If the bolt was also constructed out of aluminum, it would not
have been able to handle the amount of stress required.
The seat was constructed around the existing frame. This limited the capabilities of the seat, but also
provided a strong backbone to the structure. The carved part of the seat was formed to Mr. Kelly’s
specifications. The material of the seat is closed cell foam.

4.8 Safety Considerations
4.1 Safety Considerations
The main safety concerns with the braking system would be the failure for the brakes to engage. This
poses a danger to not only the user, but also civilians. The best way to prevent this problem would be to
buy proven technology. The parts bought are readily available, so it is assumed that the manufacturer
has tested and proven the design.
The seat has to be comfortable, so the safety relating to this is hard or sharp protruding parts. It must be
assured nothing will cause scratches or sores. Also the seat must be fastened to the frame; if the seat
moves or comes apart during a ride, it can seriously endanger Mr. Kelly. The waterproofing was also a
safety consideration. If the seat is wet, it can possibly cause molding and make him sick. He will be using
the recumbent tricycle outdoors and water is inevitable.
The crank arm has few safety concerns. As the design is similar in function to the initial system, Mr. Kelly
is already accustomed to the feel and function of it. However, if the custom bolt or nut were to fail, the
pedal would not be attached to the crank arm and the bike would become unusable and could cause
serious injury. The design of the system involved a force greater than expected in the crank arm, and
even then, the system can withstand over three times that force.
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4.2 Maintenance Considerations
The maintenance on the design is minimal. Since most of the components are off the shelf, they are
easy to replace or have repaired by a bike shop if they break. They are being used as designed and
should be able to withstand normal wear and tear.
The crank system is not going to be as simple to repair or replace as the off the shelf components. It will
be designed it to meet high factors of safety for the various applicable forces. Nevertheless, inspection
of the system is suggested before any long distance ride is undertaken, checking for severe scratches,
bends, or cracks. Additionally, proper torsion on both the pedal and crank arm bolts should be assured.
In the event that the part does break during use, the original system might be used as a temporary
solution.

5 Product Realization
5.1 Crank
The final product secondary crank arm is identical to the solid model concept. No fabrication changes or
modifications had to be made after the final solid model design was established. The manufacturing
process involved CNC milling and lathing.
The crank arm and nut were both CNC milled on in-house machines. Both were done in a similar fashion;
by mounting the block in the vice with the largest face horizontal. One side was machined out, the block
was flipped and realigned and the second half of the program ran on the opposite side (Figure 37). The
final sides lined up perfectly on both parts.

Figure 37. The result of one side being milled out of the original block, before flipping it over.
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After initial fabrication, it was determined that the contact surface between the threaded nut and the
crank arm slot allowed for enough friction to hold the pedal in place without knurling one or both
surfaces, which is what we initially expected (Figure 38).

Figure 38. The final crank arm freshly milled with edges cleaned and rounded by brush.

Instead of milling the washer piece, a standard size washer was found that fit the specifications of the
final design. This was anticipated but until it was found, the plan was to manufacture it.
Finally, a bolt had to be custom made for several reasons. First, the bolt on the current system is right
hand threaded for the right pedal; in order to switch it to the other side, it will have to be left hand
threaded. Second, the shoulder that provides the shaft through the bearings is 15 mm while the
threading is supposed to be a 9/16in – 20tpi. This combination of metric and imperial sizing as well as a
threading completely unique to this purpose is impossible to find.
Some small modifications to the original bolt were made to make it more effective. The shoulder was
lengthened to fully seat both bearings. The threaded surface was also lengthened to increase the thread
engagement in the primary crank arm. A proof of ability model was first made in spare aluminum in
order to determine the ability to create the part in-house. Finally, the second model was made in steel
and threaded (Figure 39). The initial bolt had an Allen key slot in the head, our manufacturing resources
did not allow this to be recreated easily and so the decision was made to simply make a flat-head
screwdriver slot instead.
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Figure 39. (From left to right) The original bolt, the aluminum blank concept, the final steel blank

5.2 Chain
The Chain system did not require any manufacturing techniques. In order to install the dual idler wheel,
first the old system had to be removed. A M8 hex head wrench was required to remove the single idler
wheel and chain tube set that came as a stock option for the tricycle. To completely remove the system,
a chain-break tool was needed to break the chain apart and allow the old system to slide off of the
chain. With the old system removed, the new dual idler wheel set was added in the same location as the
old single idler wheel. To ensure that tension is adequately maintained in the system, the chain was
stretched through the newly implemented dual idler wheel set in multiple sprocket settings. First, the
chain was placed in the largest sprockets for both the rear and front cassettes. The chain was then
stretched to try to be reconnected. It was determined that with the rear tensioner at its maximum
position of 180 degrees, the chain could not be reconnected. As a result, four additional chain links were
added to make sure that in extreme sprocket settings, the chain length would be adequate. Then the
chain with the additional links was placed in the lowest sprocket settings in order to see if tension was
still maintained. The rear tensioner maintained tension in the chain for the lowest sprocket settings.
The implemented system is different than the originally planned design only in that a second dual idler
wheel set was not needed. Using two dual idler wheels sets would have introduced a superfluous part,
which did nothing additional to maintain tension than a single dual idler wheel set.
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It is recommended that a bicycle technician implement a similar system to ensure chain tension is
maintained throughout the chain length. Because chain tension directly affects the performance of the
tricycle, having an accurate chain length is crucial and may require a technician for said accuracy.

5.3 Brakes
None of the components on the braking system were manufactured. All of them are “off the shelf” and
are easily replaceable. The only part that is somewhat manufactured would be the welding of the steel
dropout to the rear part of the trike frame. The frame was sanded down to remove the paint. The
dropout was filed in order to ensure the correct height and caliper placement. Someone outside of the
group was hired to weld the dropout to the frame. (This was necessary to ensure that the part was
welded correctly. We did not want to do a poor weld on the trike frame).
The braking system does not vary that much from the planned design. The main difference between the
final design and the planned design would be the use of a locking brake lever and a dual pull brake lever.
Originally, it was planned to use a dual pull locking brake lever, but it was discovered that the
manufacturer discontinued the part. The use of a locking brake lever was used in order to create a
“parking” brake.
For future manufacturing, it is recommended that all of the parts be purchased. It is also recommended
to use a bicycle technician to ensure the proper placement and installation of parts, if the person is
unfamiliar with the process. Since the placement of bicycle components, especially the brake system, is
an extremely important safety matter, it is better if a technician installs the components.

5.4 Seat
The final design of the bike seat (Figure 40) has been changed
from our original idea. Sewing the mesh was not possible due
to the unavailability of an upholstery sewing machine. The
thread that was used to sew the seat was changed to clothing
thread, which is not strong enough to withstand large forces,
hence our design changed to have the threads experience as
little force as possible. The new seat is now the closed cell
foam with a nylon fabric cover. The padding is strapped on to

Figure 40. Final design of seat.

the existing seat with nylon straps and buckles. Using straps instead of having stretch mesh fabric over
the seat bars lets the nylon straps take up the tension force and allows the threads to experience only
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compression force when sat on. This new design simplified the attachment and removal of seat
padding. The metal bars were the main issue with the current seat padding. The new padding is
designed to lie on top of the seat and cover the bars as well, but still conserve as much space as possible
to eliminate the possibilities of interference from the handle bars.
Manufacturing of the seat is fairly straight forward. The seat is sown together which can be done with a
sewing machine with a little bit of knowledge on stitching. The foam should be cut to size after the cover
has been made to assure fitting. Straps should be cut after fitting the bike so that it will fit any bike size.

6 Design Verification
The customer, Rob Kelly, did most of the testing by riding it. His opinion on the performance of the
tricycle is more important than any quantitative result achieved. Rob Kelly was given the bike to use
over the summer of 2010 with the braking system installed. He rode it over the summer and when the
bike was returned, commented on the performance of the system. He liked the addition of the rear
braking system and saw no problems with the design.

6.1 Crank
Upon assembly of the crank system, several tests were implemented. First, the design load of 200
pounds was applied to the surface of the pedal while installed on the bike and the resulting deflection in
the secondary crank arm was measured. This resulted in a deflection of less than the required .04
inches. Additionally, with the same design load, it was ensured that the pedal did not release tension or
move from its determined position in the slot. As both of these tests proved, the final design meets the
expectations and requirements set by the guidelines.

6.2 Chain
Chain testing was done by measuring the slack in the chain with the new tensioner in place (Figure 41).
Adequate tension was maintained throughout the chain. Tension was verified for both the largest
sprocket settings and the smallest sprocket settings.
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Figure 41. Testing the chain tensioner.

Error! Reference source not found.

6.3 Brakes
Most of the brake testing was done by the customer, Rob Kelly. He rode the bike over the summer with
the new braking system installed. When the bike was given back to the team, he had no feedback on
the system. He enjoyed the new “parking” brake and the addition of the rear brake. He did not
encounter any problems with the system and did not want anything changed.
In order to test the brakes, two additional tests were performed. One test tested the integrity of the
“parking” brake. The locking lever was engaged and a 100 lbf was applied to each of the handlebars.
The criteria on which the bike would pass the test was that the bike would not move under the
application of these forces. The bike did not move when the forces were applied. This test justifies the
ability of the locking lever to be used as a “parking” brake. Mr. Kelly needs a parking brake in order to
pull himself up, out of the bike. His original system was a piece of Velcro that would wrap around the
handlebar. However, it was hard to engage this system. The locking lever is much easier to engage and
from the results of this test, it can be seen that it serves the same function as the Velcro without losing
any performance.
The second test tested the integrity of the braking system as a whole. It is important to have the ability
to quickly stop the bike from a high speed. Therefore, the bike was rode down a street at 20 mph and it
was required for the bike to stop within 30 ft. Thirty feet is enough time to see an obstacle and stop
before hitting it. A speedometer was attached to an upright bike and both the recumbent and upright
bike travelled at the same speed. A 30 ft distance was measured out and the bikes were rode from the
top of a hill. They both reached speeds beyond 20mph and the recumbent bike was able to stop within
the 30 ft. In fact, the recumbent bike stopped in a shorter distance than the upright bike.
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6.4 Seat
The seat was tested by Mr. Kelly and presented some
feedback. The seat was not thick enough with-out the
original padding, so the padding was added back on to
the bike to offer more support. There was also a concern
of the seat padding slipping off the seat. This problem
was adjusted by tucking the straps with-in the bungee
straps underneath the bike (Figure 42) which are
currently used for the seat. The adjustments made to the

Figure 42. Underside of bike seat showing seat
straps.

seat were not major and fixed the small issues. Mr. Kelly
has not seen these adjustments yet but from group testing, the solutions were adequate.

7 Conclusion
The final recumbent tricycle became much better adapted to fit the needs of Mr. Kelly. Not only are the
systems better adapted for high speeds, but they are also better adapted for Mr. Kelly. The crank arm is
more adjustable and is less bulky. The chain is more tensioned, which creates fewer problems with gear
shifting. The braking system is also improved with the addition of a rear brake and a more user friendly
"parking" brake. The seat is also of a higher comfort level and better fits the needs of Mr. Kelly. After
some customer testing and revisions, the final product was approved and is ready to be taken on the
road.
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QFD

Appendix B

Drawing Packet
Bill of Materials

Subsystem Quantity

Crank

Chain

Brakes

Seat

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
3
36
1
1
1
3
3

Part
Secondary Crank Arm
Standard Washer
Tensioning Nut
Pedals
Clips
Shoes
Idler Sprocket Wheels
Dual Pull Brake Lever
Locking Brake Lever
Brake Cables
Mechanical Disk + Caliper
SRAM Dual Drive Internal
Gear Hub
Dropouts
Tires
36H Rim
Brake Cable Housing
Spokes
Foam
Fabric
Zipper
Straps
Buckles

Off the Shelf/
Manufactured
Manufactured
Off the Shelf
Manufactured
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
Off the Shelf
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Appendix B

Appendix B

Appendix C

List of Vendors
Vendor

Foothill Cyclery

SpeedyMetals.com
VBX.com
Terratrike.com
TerraCycle.com
Novacycle.com
Kinesiology Dept. (Cal Poly)
Joann Fabric and Craft
McCarthy Steel and Rubber

Part
Pedals
Dual Pull Brake Lever
Rear Internal Hub
Rear Disk Brake + Caliper
36 H Rim
Spokes
Front Disk Brake + Caliper (2)
Brake Cables and Housing
Bike Tires
Shoes
Clips
Aluminum
Bearings
Locking Brake Lever
Idler Sprocket Wheel
Disk Brake Dropouts
Foam
Zipper
Straps
Buckles
Fabric
Steel Rod

Total
Vendor
Cost

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

152.24
18.48
360.50
73.94
46.21
32.89
73.20
9.26
88.06
152.24
21.74
27.85
8.56
21.90
118.60
29.47
60.00
8.74
5.46
7.32
12.02
7.18

$ 1,028.76

$
$
$
$
$
$

27.85
8.56
21.90
118.60
29.47
60.00

$

33.54

$

7.18

Appendix D

Component Specifications and Data Sheets
Aluminum for Crank

Bearings for Crank

Appendix D
Pedals (buying from Foothill Cyclery)

Idler Wheels

Appendix D
Bicycle Spokes

Disk Brake and Caliper

Appendix D
20” 36H Rim (page is from Greenspeed, not Foothill Cyclery)

SRAM Dualdrive

Appendix D
Dual Pull Brake Lever

Brake Cables

Appendix D
Disk Brake Dropout

Seat Foam (from Kinesiology

Dept.)

Appendix E

Detailed Supporting Analysis

Appendix E

Appendix E

Appendix E

Appendix E

Appendix F

Project Schedule

Appendix F

Error
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